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OUR VISION

OUR MISSION

We will be acclaimed for our expertise and
collaboration in supporting esteemed research
and scholarship, and for transforming the way
people discover and engage with information.

We are recognised for services and collections
that promote and support world-class research
and scholarship. Innovative and flexibly
delivered Library support services are the
hallmarks of an enriched student experience.
Our people are agile, future-focused and work
together as one outstanding enterprise in the
pursuit of excellence.
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FROM THE DIRECTOR
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Throughout the year, much was done to unlock the special collections and to promote
curated exhibitions and events in virtual environments. These efforts were exemplified in
the exhibitions: UOW Reflects on the Great War and Early Illawarra and Explorers. These
events showcased the unique content held by the Library in its many and varied formats—
text, photographs, memorabilia, letters, ephemera, even objects such as medals.
A collaboration between the Illawarra Historical Society, Wollongong City Library and
the University Library drew together collective expertise and the optimisation of skills
and available resources to digitise a significant local publication, the Illawarra Historical
Society Bulletin. Uptake of digital content by researchers, historians, the community and
local high school students was immediate.
The arrival of 3D printers created much excitement and Library teams were avid testers of
the technology. Over the course of summer, workflows were documented, safe practices
established and service menus were designed for students and staff of the University.
The endorsement of an Open Access Policy cemented the strategic role of the institutional
repository, Research Online, to capture, archive and disseminate the research outputs of
the University. The utility of Research Online as a publishing platform was reflected in
the launch of RadioDoc Review, an online, peer-reviewed journal, as well as the Journal of
Global Indigeneity, offering a discourse on transglobal perspectives relating to Indigenous
peoples. The Repository Services team were deserved recipients of a Vice-Chancellor’s
Award for Outstanding Service for Professional Services Staff.

Margie Jantti
Director, Library Services
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Central to the Library’s vision is our commitment to transforming how
people engage with information.
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OPEN ACCESS:
DEMOCRATISING
KNOWLEDGE
UOW joined a growing number of
Australian universities to adopt
a policy that unlocks access to
its greatest asset: knowledge.
UOW’s Open Access Policy was
endorsed on 4 March. It represents
a significant step in breaking down
barriers between researchers and
the community, by making more
publications available on Research
Online. Authorship and responsibility
for the Open Access Policy is shared
between the Library and the UOW
Research Office.
Professor Judy Raper, Dr Siobhan McHugh and Library
Director Margie Jantti at the Open Access Policy launch.
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RADIODOC REVIEW

ENGAGING WITH
INFORMATION
WE WILL:
•

promote the use of enriched materials for learning, research and assessment activities,
e.g. digital, text, images and sound, and pursue strategies to support the long-term
preservation of and access to UOW and local content and collections

•

monitor publisher environments for content (including research data) and service
enhancements that benefit students and staff of UOW, as well as expanded access by
community and alumni members

•

pursue strategies to support the exploration of options for digital-born content, curation of
exemplary works and collaboration with local societies, museums and libraries

•

promote the value and benefits of green, open access initiatives

RadioDoc Review was showcased at the Open Access Policy launch
on 7 April. It is the first online only peer-reviewed journal to critique
radio documentaries from around the world and incorporate social
media interaction.

Infrastructure for
a Better Future:
A Forum for Vision,
JOURNAL OF GLOBAL INDIGENEITY
Leadership
and Action
The Journal of Global Indigeneity seeks to encourage discourse on transglobal
perspectives relating to Indigenous peoples.

ISNGI CONFERENCE
The International Symposium for Next Generation Infrastructure
Australia was hosted by UOW in 2013. Conference papers and video
presentations have now been preserved in Research Online.
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OPEN ACCESS PUBLICATIONS

AUSTRALIA 2013
1 – 4 October
SMART Infrastructure Facility
University of Wollongong

7

18 COLLECTIONS

UOW
BORNDIGITAL
CONTENT

2,556 ITEMS

178

THIS YEAR’S MOST POPULAR COLLECTIONS
2014 UOW LIBRARY ANNUAL REPORT
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2

COCHRANE
PAPUA NEW GUINEA
54,541 VISITORS
11,876 DOWNLOADS

UOW ARCHIVES

ON FLICKR

3

51,838 VISITORS
38,359 DOWNLOADS

Used in new digital
archives subject:
HIST274 Hands-On History

30,722 VISITORS
20,542 DOWNLOADS
Featured in exhibition:
UOW Reflects on the Great War

3,000+
PUBLIC
IMAGES
SINCE 2011
621,370 VIEWS

WIN TV
NEWS
BROADCAST

BOMADERRY
SOLDIERS REST
HOME

WIN TV visited UOW
Archives to view the WIN
film collection and digitised
Sunday Review footage.
Historic footage was later
aired on WIN News.

My Bomaderry Holiday December
1918, January 1919 by R. Campbell
v.a. Detachment 78, a fragile
album of 46 images taken around
the Shoalhaven area at the
close of WWI, was digitised in
preparation for the UOW Reflects
on the Great War exhibition.

ILLAWARRA
HISTORICAL
SOCIETY
BULLETIN
WILLIAM GEORGE AGATE:
WWI letters, postcards
& artefacts

TERTANGALA

Footage of Queen Elizabeth II
and Prince Philip’s visit to
Wollongong in February 1954
is now online, accompanied
by digitised memorabilia that
includes a gallery of ‘now and
then’ images along the route of
the Royal procession.

165 photos were
added to Flickr to
commemorate the 2014
University Fellowship &
Alumni Awards dinner
on 16 October.

NEW ITEMS IN 2014

90,867 DOWNLOADS IN 2014

WOLLONGONG
ROYAL VISIT

Over 1,300 articles from
the Illawarra Historical
Society Bulletin were
added to Research Online,
in collaboration with the
Illawarra Historical Society
and Wollongong City Library.
The bulletin has been an
important source of Illawarrarelated research since 1945.

EARLIEST AERIAL FOOTAGE
OF WOLLONGONG
Footage taken over Wollongong from a biplane in 1938 was released
on YouTube. The plane flew south over Wollongong’s northern
suburbs, past the township of Wollongong, around Tom Thumb’s
Lagoon and Port Kembla, then on to Shellharbour and Kiama.

NURSING
HISTORY
Recordings and
transcripts of five
research interviews
are now available
in the Josie Castle
collection, providing
special insights into
working conditions
for nurses at
Wollongong Hospital
as far back as
the 1920s.
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UOW ARCHIVES ONLINE

ILLAWARRA HIS
SOCIETY BULL
9

SIGNIFICANT ACQUISITIONS

OPEN ACCESS
COUNTERCULTURE
MAGAZINES

Joanna Briggs
Institute – Evidence
Based Practice
(EBP) Database:
evidence-rich
content, including
systematic reviews,
recommended
practices and
evidence summaries,
as well as tools to
develop critical
appraisal skills.

Some of the most significant and contentious
Australian magazines of their time, all issues are
discoverable via Google and the National Library
of Australia’s TROVE database—complete with
original artwork.

PUBLICATION
2014 UOW LIBRARY ANNUAL REPORT

‘OZ magazine goes digital – and the party continues’

10

Michael Organ & Rebecca Daly
5 August 2014, https://theconversation.com/au

PUBLICATIONS
‘Embed and engage! Delivering a digitisation program
at the University of Wollongong Library’
Michael Organ & Rebecca Daly (2014)
Australian Library Journal 63(3): 220-237

ADVOCATING
SUSTAINABLE
& FAIR PRICING

‘Transforming resource sharing services at an Australian
academic library: the case of the University of Wollongong’
Rebecca Daly, Liz Baker & Lisa McIntosh (2014)
Journal of Access Services 11(3): 159-174

WORKPLACE HEALTH
& SAFETY AWARD

Resource Sharing: Carolyn Werner, Fiona Carlisle, Anne Brown, Nina Moreno,
Susanna Colwell, Melissa Smith and Renee Grant with VC Paul Wellings.

Oxford
Bibliographies
Online – Chinese
Studies; Cinema
& Media Studies:
authoritative
research guides,
combining
features of
an annotated
bibliography
with a high-level
encyclopedia.

Resource Sharing processes 650 books a week for
libraries worldwide. The team’s innovative stand-up
workspace solution earned the Library its first UOW
Workplace Health and Safety award, for the best
team contribution to improving health and safety.

eCollections Coordinator Alison
Pepper represents UOW Library on the
CAUL Electronic Resources Advisory
Committee. In 2014, she began a twoyear term, representing the practitioner
perspective on matters such as new
consortia agreements with publishers
and trends in open access, eTextbooks
and accessibility.
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Students and researchers of 1960s and 1970s
counterculture are now tapping into a rich
digital archive of Australia’s ‘underground’ art
and publishing history, with the release of OZ
magazine, The Living Daylights and Arty Wild Oat
on open access.

TEACHING &
RESEARCH WITH
EBOOKS
As specialists in ebooks,
publishing and copyright, the
Library contributed content,
advice and presentations to a
professional development series
for UOW staff. The Learning,
Teaching and Curriculum Division
and Information Management
Technology Services delivered
the series, in response to the
significance of ebooks in higher
education and research.
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25 August – 3 October

Drawing on images and objects from UOW
Archives, the Illawarra Museum and other
local collections, UOW reflects on the
Great War brought together local Illawarra
experiences of the war and highlighted
the region’s connection with World War I
history. The exhibition marked the 100th
anniversary of Australia’s entry into World
War I in August 1914.
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EXHIBITIONS

12

Taking students to the front, Associate Professor John McQuilton

Library exhibitions play a key role in the social,
cultural and intellectual life of UOW. They socialise
the University and Library’s unique collections,
and attract UOW staff, students and community
visitors from the Illawarra and beyond. Poignant
physical exhibitions, engaging guest speakers, and
complementary online exhibitions are expanding our
reach and increasingly attracting media attention.

Illawarra
remembers,
panel discussion

Special Presentations

Conscription
campaign: propaganda
and oppositions,
Dr Glenn Mitchell

Anzac: the birth? Or the death of a nation? Dr Georgine Clarsen

Letters from the front, Readings from
William George Agate collection

Meet the exhibitions team
The exhibitions team is responsible for the careful
crafting of exhibition experiences, both physical
and virtual. Their success in sharing and preserving
content and experiences was recognised with the
annual Library Executive Committee Award.

Exhibitions team Library Executive Committee Award
recipients: Nathan Riggir, Karen Illesca, Nadine Clark,
Stephanie Drummond, Irene Mar, Michael Organ (pictured L
to R), Rebecca Daly & Susan Jones (absent).
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UOW REFLECTS ON
THE GREAT WAR
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Unidentified family portrait WW1, The Illawarra Historical Society collection

Collections and personal reflections, John Shipp

Aboriginals in the first AIF – a secret history,
Gary Oakley (Australian War Memorial)

(photograph reproduced with permission from Kiama Library)

The Keiraville honour board –
a community impact case study, Dr Jen Roberts

Gallipoli on the home front, Dr Michael Molkentein

(photograph from the collections of the Wollongong City Library
and the Illawarra Historical Society)
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EARLY ILLAWARRA
AND EXPLORERS
EXHIBITION

L to R: Paul Brunton, Emeritus Curator at the NSW State Library,
Jade Kennedy, Faculty of Engineering & Information Sciences and
Margie Jantti, Director, Library Services at the launch.

10 November – 16 December

Tom Thumb replica, on loan from Holy Spirit College and
State Government Offices, Wollongong.

Early Illawarra and Explorers presented
early European impressions of the
Illawarra following the First Fleet’s arrival
in Sydney in 1788.

COLLECTED,
CONNECTED AND CUT

Special
Presentations

Phillip book restoration,
Barbara Schmelzer

14 April – 8 May
Eugene von Guerard, Cabbage Tree Forest, American Creek NSW

Aboriginal explorers,
Jade Kennedy
Discovering the koala, Georgina Element
and Michael Organ
Cartographic confusion in 18th
Century Illawarra,
Dr Joseph Davis
The artist’s quest and the Illawarra,
Karen Manton

UOW Honorary Fellow Liz Jeneid demonstrates
book construction techniques.
Georgina Element and Michael Organ presented
Discovering the koala

Since the late 19th Century, books have been a part
of many artists’ work and have been produced in
various modes—some include sound or movement,
or form part of a sculpture; others have separate
components or can be hung on a wall. Collected,
Connected and Cut, co-curated by local artists Judy
Bourke and Liz Jeneid, showcased 43 works by 15
artists. The exhibition attracted over 530 visitors
and featured weekly book construction workshops
alongside book artists.
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The recently restored First Fleet journal: The Voyage of Governor Phillip to Botany Bay: With an Account of the Establishment
of the Colonies of Port Jackson and Norfolk Island.
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ORIENTATION

SUSTAINING A
VIBRANT UNIVERSITY
WE WILL:

•

contextualise and embed learning and
information services modules into the learning
management platform, building on flagship
programs such as StartSmart and StaySmart

create inviting, responsive, adaptive spaces
that promote the modelling and use of new
technologies for research and learning

•

be recognised as a destination for the delivery
and support of integrated outreach programs

•

deliver multi-channel, contemporary multi-media
content aligned to client preferences for
push-pull messaging

contribute, through collaboration, to the UOW
Information Technology digital ecosystem
initiative

•

explore options to engage strategic partners
to promote and advance Library events and
initiatives

leverage our professional expertise to promote
and co-design innovative ‘touch points’ for the
delivery of services

•

support the development of an information
management framework to assure access,
discovery and retention of key information assets

•

•

•

deliver a positive, innovative and successful
experience through the learning management
platform

•

promote the development of digital literacies
through advisory and support roles in
contemporary curriculum design

TALK
TO US

QUESTIONS ANSWERED
DURING O-WEEK

30

89

REQUIRED
!
READINGS

!

67

UNKNOWN

STAFF

POSTGRADUATES

STUDENT
ID CARD

!

543

UNDERGRADUATES

!
HELP
YOURSELF

•

16

729

!

TECHNOLOGY
STARTSMART

!

MORE SUPPORT
AFTER HOURS
Opening hours were extended again
during exam time to meet growing
demand for access to study spaces,
technology facilities and the physical
collection. Students had an extra 96
hours to study after 6pm on Fridays,
Saturdays and Sundays over Autumn
and Spring exams. A digital directory
was installed in the foyer of the
Wollongong campus Library to help
visitors answer their own general and
directional questions.

IN2UNI
A set of learning objects was
developed by the Library for the 2015
In2Uni Summer Master Classes.
The classes are aimed at students
about to commence their HSC who
are considering future study at UOW.
However, the model has potential to
be expanded to other transitional and
undergraduate programs.
The objects are designed so that
course mentors can pinpoint specific
activities for individual students, and
are based on priority areas identified by
academic coordinators in each Faculty.
Students can reinforce and apply their
new research skills to their study for
the HSC after they finish In2Uni, as the
learning objects are openly accessible.
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Library tours and information seminars
settled new undergraduates into Autumn
session during Orientation Week and Week 1.
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READINGS WHEN STUDENTS NEED THEM

TEACHING HOURS BY MONTH

The Library manages eReadings and Short Loans for
the University, to connect students with essential
course materials and ensure copyright compliance.
A pilot to improve and expand the service took place
in the EQUELLA system over Summer Session. The
new service, ready for implementation in 2015,
offers more flexibility for lecturers to group and
order reading content for their students.

SESSIONS
STUDENTS BY FACULTY

124
HRS

1. Law, Humanities & the Arts.................... 1,191
2. Science, Medicine & Health.................... 747
3. Social Sciences.......................................... 412
4. Engineering & Information Sciences... 265
5. Business....................................................... 109
6. Other................................................................ 36

EREADINGS COLLECTION

904
EBOOKS

TOTAL

3,053
DATABASE
ARTICLES

2,760

53,711

STUDENTS

EREADINGS
DOWNLOADED
IN 2014

PUBLICATION
‘Unlocking the potential of library
generated data to assess value,
impact and influence’
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CURRICULUM
TRANSFORMATION
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The Learning and Research Services team
prepared literature scans in consultation
with the Academic Services Division to
support elements of the University’s
Curriculum Transformation project.
Video streaming and “flipped classroom”
approaches were used to deliver
information skills instruction.

GETTING STARTED
WITH 3D PRINTING
To provide technology facilities and
services that enable a high quality,
stimulating and productive education
experience, the Library purchased two 3D
printers and began developing a service
model in mid-2014. The Library’s 3D
printing service will be available to UOW
students, academics and professional
services staff.

Margie Jantti & Brian Cox,
35th Annual IATUL Conference,
Espoo, Finland,
2-5 June 2014
http://ro.uow.edu.au/asdpapers/473

CONFERENCE PRESENTATION
‘University of Wollongong: UOW Library eReadings implementation’
Liz Baker & Robyn Hughes (UOW eTeaching Application Support Officer),
Navigate 2014, 5th International EQUELLA Conference,
Melbourne, 4-5 September 2014

COMMUNITY AND
ALUMNI ENGAGEMENT
UOW Library is committed to engaging the local
community in the life of the University.
The Library partnered with the Office of
Advancement to welcome community members
to special presentations and exhibitions in the
Library Panizzi Room, and offer individual and
group tours.
Joining the Library as an alumni member also
became simpler, as Library membership is now
included in the alumni registration process.

1000+ ALUMNI

MEMBERS

640+ COMMUNITY
MEMBERS
JOINED

OPEN DAY
On Saturday 16 August,
the Library opened its
doors to 5,000 potential
students from the
Illawarra, Sydney and
regional New South
Wales as part of UOW
Open Day.
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2,329
SCANNED
ARTICLES

108

INFORMATION SKILLS INSTRUCTION
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RESEARCH
IMPACT
ANALYSISSERVICE
RESEARCH
IMPACT
ANALYSIS

521
REPORTS

To support the new probation and
promotion processes, the Library
was a key player in the delivery of a
suite of Professional & Organisational
Development Services (PODS) sessions
for academic staff and committee
members. Research consultations
and Researcher Impact Profiles were
offered to all applicants.
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BOOSTING
DISCOVERABILITY
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RESEARCH & IMPACT
WE WILL:
•

position the Research Impact Analysis Service in the context of other UOW
research services

•

innovate and add value through the exploration and application of nontraditional impact measures for arts, humanities and social sciences

•

leverage the application of citation measures to support UOW recruitment and
promotion initiatives

•

•

collaborate with others to optimise the visibility and integrity of UOW research
profiles through investigation of improved management systems that promote
accuracy, efficiency and compliance for publishing and reporting mandates

Consolidation of identifier services for
UOW continued, with the Scholarly
Content team taking responsibility for
allocating ISSNs and ISBNs for UOW
publications. Scholarly Content already
assigns DOIs (Digital Object Identifiers)
to UOW content in Research Online. Over
100 name authority records for UOW units
and faculties were also loaded to Libraries
Australia, to promote accurate and
consistent research profiles.

FOR

DEMAND

288 +16%
ACADEMICS

SINCE 2013

93

PROFILES FOR
GRANT APPLICANTS

233

112

RESEARCHER
IMPACT
PROFILES

PROFILES FOR
PROMOTION
APPLICANTS

134

JOURNAL
IMPACT
REPORTS

139

LITERATURE
SCANS
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TAILORED,
INTEGRATED
RESEARCH
SERVICES

UOW HERDC SUBMISSION 2014
197

285

CONFERENCE
PAPERS

BOOK
CHAPTERS

21

24

BOOKS

2,103

JOURNAL
ARTICLES

52%
SINCE
2012

promote the value and benefits of green, open access initiatives

TOTAL
SUBMISSIONS

40%

SINCE 2012

Improved, centralised capture
of research outputs

Higher Education Research Data Collection (HERDC) research outputs 2014.

Increased research
productivity & dissemination

RESEARCH ONLINE 2014

OUTSTANDING SERVICE
AWARD

ONLINE
25,690 RESEARCH
CONTENT
ITEMS 40%

Repository Services: Ann O’Hea, Monica Oakman,
Rebecca Daly, Andrew Tajsic and Michael Organ.

470,000

THESIS

21

MILLION

%

DOWNLOADS

IR ALL STAR AWARD

DOWNLOADS

52

IN 2014

%

Since 2013

FACULTY

USAGE
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20%
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WEBOMETRICS

MORE full text research outputs
MORE digitisation activity

TOP 5

%

RANKINGS WORLDWIDE

1
since

%

2013

3

rd in Australia

in 2014

INITIATIVE AND
INNOVATION AWARD
up from

14th

in 2013

th
th
SCHOLARLY
65
45
GLOBAL
2154
CONTENT
VISIBILITY 2154
repositories
repositories

WHO’S DOWNLOADING WHAT?

series
TOP 1.2. Faculty
Research theses
COLLECTIONS

5.Canada

3.UK
4.Germany

1.US
2.India

TOP FACULTY:

BUSINESS

Repository Manager Michael Organ was recognised
with one of four Bepress Digital Commons awards
in recognition of Research Online’s success. Notable
achievements included the repository’s use to support
ERA and research data requirements, implementation
of UOW author badges, and early adoption of Bepress
initiatives.

Taking on the role of Research Impact Analysis
Librarian, Cecile Perrin challenged current thinking
on traditional library processes and procedures.
She achieved significant efficiencies for her team
in drawing data together for Research Impact
Analysis Service reports, and initiated the Learning
and Research Services discussion group, increasing
staff capacity to respond to industry developments
relevant to University strategic priorities.

RITA RANDO MERIT AWARD
Kira Shen was recognised for her ability to see the
possibilities, and her commitment to present information
and data in a digestible way. Her forward-thinking and
persistent approach to problem-solving is evident in the
data visualisations she created for Research Online.
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3.226

The 2014 Vice-Chancellor’s Award for Outstanding
Service for Professional Services Staff acknowledged
the transformation of Research Online—from a smallscale archive into a comprehensive online repository for
preserving and promoting UOW research outputs. Full
text content more than tripled in 2013 as a result of the
Repurposing the Repository Project.
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CONNECTING COMMUNITIES
Supporting The Smith Family
The Library’s chosen charity for 2014 was The Smith
Family’s Learning for Life program. Learning for Life
targets children who are at risk of leaving school,
supporting them to continue their studies. Proceeds
from staff wellbeing fundraiser events totalled $1,360.

The Library participated in National Simultaneous Storytime on May
21. Now in its 15th year, National Simultaneous Storytime encourages
young Australians to read and enjoy books. Staff volunteered to read
Too Many Elephants in this House and made paper elephants with
children at Kids’ Uni.

Suanne Sneddon accepts donations of children’s books and toys for
The Smith Family’s Christmas appeal.
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ANNUAL

CAKE

OUR VALUES
EXCELLENCE
•

Actively listen and respond to the needs and expectations
of our clients and stakeholders

•

Design and deliver outstanding services noted for their high
quality and relevance

•

Take pride in continuously enhancing our performance

INTEGRITY
•

Gain the trust and respect of others through ethical,
principled and considered actions; be truthful and honest

•

Be transparent and responsible for plans, decisions and
communications

•

Advocate on behalf of clients for the best possible access to
information

COURAGE
•

Face issues and opportunities with honesty, energy and a
determination to succeed

•

Encourage and support risk-taking within the parameters of
the vision, mission and goals of the Library and those of the
University

•

Be prepared to acknowledge and learn from mistakes

STALL
raised
$1,000

COLLABORATION
•

Optimise available skills, knowledge and resources for
mutual benefit and success

•

Seek out and embrace opportunities to engage with
others to enhance efficiency, effectiveness and outcomes

TRANSFORMATION
•

Exercise initiative to assess and adjust practices for
relevance and value

•

Actively seek out and implement creative and innovative
solutions aligned to agreed priorities and new and
emerging standards of excellence

•

Respect past achievements and learnings in the context
of being a learning organisation

•

Be accepting and embracing of change

UP 47%

Staff offered their time and subject expertise to the local Lifeline
Big Book Fair on 14 March. A record $131,000 was raised over
the three day event in support of the 24x7 Lifeline South Coast
Telephone Crisis Support service.

EASTER
RAFFLE

$265
CHRISTMAS

IN JULY

$95

The Library invited students and staff to volunteer their time
and knitting skills to support Wrap With Love. Over two months,
the Library hosted weekly “knit-ins” and produced 21 blankets for
families suffering from extreme cold.
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STAFF & CULTURE
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ANNUAL LIBRARY
CONFERENCE

STAFF
SECONDMENT

Hot topics at the UOW Library staff
conference on 15 July:
• technology-enhanced learning
• search & discovery
• bibliometrics & research impact
• open access
• digitisation
• user experience
• digital disruption

PEOPLE FIRST AWARD
Known for his thoughtful and approachable manner,
Nathan Riggir earned the Library’s People First
Award. Nathan is regarded to be unfailingly polite,
calm, reassuring and persistent, irrespective of
the problems faced or the work involved. Although
digitisation was not part of his normal role, his skills
and dedication were vital to the quality and success
of recent projects.
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STAFF
COMPETENCY
WHEEL
The staff competency wheel is a
reference point for staff at all levels:
to support the growth of skills and
expertise across the workforce profile;
and to better inform recruitment,
probation, job enrichment, annual
performance planning and coaching.
The visual representation promotes
the set of “all staff competencies”
developed for the organisation in 2012,
and follows on from the successful
introduction of “leadership success
competencies” in 2009.

PAM EPE MEMORABLE
MOMENTS AWARD
Leanne Webster received this award in recognition of
the humour and bravery she brought to the Library’s
Wellbeing Committee. She was specially remembered
for her efforts to demonstrate to colleagues the
benefits of stretching regularly at work.

25 YEARS SERVICE AWARDS
Jo-anne Lombardi (Manager, Administration)
Annette Meldrum (Learning and Research Services Librarian)

CONFERENCES ATTENDED
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Lucia Tome was seconded to
the Australian Health Services
Research Institute (AHSRI)
for one month to conduct a
review that would determine
the primary information
management and research
support needs of the Institute.

LIBRARY STAFF AWARDS
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PREPARATION,
PRESENTATION AND
PERFORMANCE PROGRAM

Australasian Innovative Users Group Conference

Illawarra Educational Technology Conference

CAUDIT Leadership Institute

iPres2014

CAUL Leadership Institute

Library Assessment Conference

The 3Ps program was developed in-house to improve
Library staff presentations and build confidence. Twentyseven staff completed the program in October 2014,
and some almost immediately applied the experience to
successful job interviews and conference presentations.
Now core training for all staff, a further 27 staff members
will take part in 3Ps in 2015.

CAUL Negotiation Workshop

Libraries Australia Forum

CAUL Research Repositories Community Days

m-Libraries

Digitisation Roundtable

NAGCAS Conference

Elsevier Metrics Workshop

TEM Conference

Elsevier Research Impact Forum

Unfurl that Frame leadership symposium

EQUELLA Navigate

VALA

Key aspects of the 3Ps presentation and communication program
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